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Some-where the stars are gleam-ing
Some-where the moon shines bright

Some-where the day is break-ing
Some-where the bugle calls

Some-where the boys are dream-ing
And thru the weary night

Some-where a heart is aching
Some-where a tear drop falls

To every heart that's lonely
There comes a vision fair

But there's a smile behind it
Hope whispers, "Don't you sigh"

It's a
picture of Home Sweet Home And a loved one waiting there
long way to Home Sweet Home But we'll get there bye and bye.

CHORUS
There's a window light a-burning for someone out there
There's a heart that's ever yearning and a head bowed down in prayer.
There's a loving hand to guide him Where e'er he may roam
Back a gain to peaceful valley On the Road To Home Sweet Home

On The Road etc. 2 MEDIUM
Allegro Marcia

There's a window light a burning for someone out there. There's a heart that's ever yearning and a head bowed down in prayer. There's a loving hand to guide him. Where e'er he may roam, Back again to peaceful valley on the Road to Home Sweet Home. There's a Home.
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### ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN SONG
TWENTY-SIX SONGS BY REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN COMPOSERS
High and low voice
Paper, $1.00. Cloth, $2.00

- **Bartlett, H. N.**, Highland Mary
- **Cadian, C. W.**, A moonlight song
- **Chadwick, G. W.**, In my beloved's eyes
- **Coombes, C. W.**, Her rose
- **De Koven, C. E.**, A ferry to Shadowtown
- **Haldane, H.**, Rose-tinge
- **Harris, V. A.**, April day
- **Hawley, C. B.**, The nightingale and the rose
- **Homer, S.**, Requiem
- **Johns, C.**, I love and the world is mine
- **La Forge, F.**, Like the rosebud
- **MacDowell, E.**, The clover
- **Mack, A.**, Forever and a day
- **Neidlinger, W. H.**, The wind is whispering
- **Nevin, A.**, Auf wiedersehn! (Serenade)
- **Parker, H.**, Milkmaid's song
- **Rogers, J. H.**, At parting
- **Rogers, W. L.**, Let Me Miss Lindy pass
- **Salter, M. T.**, The pine tree
- **Shelley, H. R.**, Love's sorrow
- **Smith, W. G.**, Entreaty
- **Thayer, W. A.**, My laddie
- **Ware, H.**, Joy of the morning
- **Whiting, A.**, Yet Ah that spring should vanish
- **Woodman, R. H.**, Ashes of roses
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High and low voice
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- **Ambrose, R. S.**, One sweetly solemn thought
- **Case, H. L.**, Christ, my refuge
- **Coenen, W.**, Come unto me
- **Faure, J.**, Lee siameux
- **Gibson, T. A.**, O little town of Bethlehem
- **While shepherds watched their flocks by night
- **Gounod, C. H.**, Hark! my soul, It is the Lord
  - There is a green hill far away, Le calvaire
- **Harriss, C. A. E.**, Sun of my soul
- **Hawley, C. E.**, Unto the hills
- **Hiller, F.**, Op. 46. Be thou with me. (Prayer)
- **Neidlinger, W. H.**, The Infant-King. (Christmas song)
- **Nevin, E.**, Jesu, Jesu, miserere
- **Parker, H.**, Jerusalem
- **Pinsuti, C.**, Lead, kindly light
- **Randegger, A.**, Save me, O God
- **Rodney, P.**, Calvary
- **Schilling, F.**, Give alms of thy goods. (Offertory sentence)
- **Scheineck, P. A.**, Not every one that saith unto me
- **Shepperd, F. N.**, The shadows of the evening hours
- **Streitzky, A.**, I need Thee, precious Jesus
- **Watson, M.**, Babylon
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- **De Koven, C. E.**, A winter lullaby
- **Delbruck, A.**, Tender ties
- **Fontenailles, H. D.**, A resolve
- **Godard, B.**, Florian's song
- **Hahn, R.**, The hour of dreaming
- **Hare, G. H.**, Without thee
- **Hawley, C. B.**, Because I love you, dear

**Greeting**

- **Harvey, A.**, One
- **Horrockes, C. W.**, E. Bird and the rose
- **Nevin, E.**, Serenade. Good night! Good night, beloved!
- **Somerset, H.**, Echo
- **Somervell, A.**, Pretty Polly Oliver
- **Shepherd's cradle-song**
- **Streitzky, A.**, Dreams. (Ballad)
- **Thomas, A. G.**, A summer night
- **-O vision enlivening**
- **Tosti, F. P.**, Beauty's eyes
- **-Good-bye**
- **Wood, M. K.**, Ashes of roses
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- **Abt, F.**, Gute nacht, du mein herzlieb kind
- **Barkend, A. H.**, Daddy
- **Götz, C.**, O schone zeit, O sel'ge zeit
- **Grebil, G.**, Parais à ta fenêtre
- **Hawley, C. E.**, My little love
- **Hildach, E.**, Op. 4, No. 2. Strampelchen. (Cradle-song)
- **Jungst, H.**, Spin! spin!
- **Jukul, H.**, Sehnsucht
- **Marzials, C.**, Come back in dreams
- **Molloy, J. L.**, Love's old, sweet song
- **Moncrieff, Mrs. L.**, A creole love-song
- **Needham, A. A.**, In blossom-time
- **Peters, J.**, Op. 3. Rheinlied
- **Somerset, H.**, Dawn
- **Sullivan, A.**, Where is another sweet
- **Temple, H.**, An old garden
- **Thomas, A. G.**, Winds in the trees
- **Tosti, F. P.**, Only a year ago
- **Wakefield, A. M.**, Polly and I; or, A bunch of cow-slings
- **Wilson, H. L.**, Carmilla. (Walz-song)
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